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Outline 
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q  Current constraints leave room for 
BSM physics:  

         Br(HàBSM) < 34% at 95% CL u Lepton Flavor violation (LFV) 
in SM Higgs decay 

u Search for NMSSM particle 

u Search for H à invisible 

u Non-resonant di-Higgs 
results 

This talk will cover the 
following topics: 

arxiv:1606.02266 



LFV in Higgs decay in ATLAS 
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¨  Hàeτhad, 
v  OS: electron, eτhad, and ET

Miss 
v  Two signal regions based on mT 

v  Distribution of interest: missing 
mass calculator(MMC) 

¨  Hàeτlep/µτlep 
v  OS: one electron, one muon 
v  Two signal regions: no jets and with jets 

arXiv:1604.07730 



Upper limits on Hàeτ and Hàµτ 
from ATLAS  
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95% CL upper limit Observed Expected 

Hàeτ 1.04% 1.21+0.49
-0.34% 

Hàµτ 1.43% 1.01+0.40
-0.29% 

JHEP 1511 (2015) 211； arXiv:1604.07730 



LFV in Higgs decay in CMS 
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¨  Hàeτ and µτ 
v  2 channels: lepton and hadron 
v  3 categories: 0, 1, and 2 jets 
v  Template fit to the collinear mass 

spectra 
  

Phys. Lett. B 749 (2015) 337 

arXiv:1607.03561 



Upper limits on Hàeτ and Hàµτ 
from CMS 
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95% CL upper limit Observed Expected 

Hàeτ 0.69% 0.75+0.32
-0.22% 

Hàµτ 1.51％ 0.75±0.38% 

arXiv:1607.03561 Phys. Lett. B 749 (2015) 337 



First look at 13TeV dataset for Hàµτ 
and Hàeµ with 8TeV dataset 
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Br(H⇾μτ)<1.20% 
 (1.62% 
expected) Br(H⇾eμ)<0.035% 

 (0.048% expected) 

arXiv:1607.03561 

CMS-PAS-HIG-16-005 



NMSSM 
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¨  Modified and extended Higgs sectors have been 
predicted. Possibly additional low mass (<125GeV) 
scalars/pseudoscalars exist. 

¨  NMSSM: next-to-MSSM 
v  2 Higgs doublets + 1 complex singlet à 7 Higgs 
v Compatible with a 125 GeV SM-like scalar … 

q  One probe: search for pair production of the light 
Higgs boson in SM Higgs decays.  



hàaaà4γ in ATLAS 
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Eur. Phys. J. C (2016) 76: 210 q  Inclusive three photon search interpreted in 
NMSSM context for 10 <ma<62 GeV 
v  Select three tight and isolated photons 

q  Search for excesses in diphoton invariant mass 

q  Limits on (σ/σSM)×BR(hàaa) ×BR(aàγγ)2 
are obtained for SM Higgs(125 GeV) and for 
heavier scalars with h(H)àaa. 



hàaaàµµττ in ATLAS 
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q  Search for a pair of pseudoscalars with 
masses 3.7-50 GeV, and for heavy scalar 
m=100-500 GeV decaying to a pair of 
pseudoscalars with a mass of 5 GeV 

q  Selection 
q  aàµµ: Two high pT OS muons 
q  aàττ : 1 e or µ and 1 or three tracks (e, µ, τhad)  

Phys.Rev. D92 (2015) no.5, 052002 



WhàWaaàlvbbbb in ATLAS	
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13TeV, 
New 

arXiv:1606.08391, Submitted to EPJC 
q  Associated production with a W boson 
q  SM-like Higgs boson decays to a pair of 

pseudoscalars with mass 20-60 GeV 
v  Events with one isolated lepton and 

at least three jets, with at least two 
b-jets 

q  BDT is used in signal regions. 

q  The observed (expected) 95% CL upper 
limits range from 6.2 (8.6) pb (ma=20 
GeV) to 1.5 (2.0) pb (ma=60 GeV) 



hàaaàµµττ in CMS 
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CMS-PAS-HIG-15-011 

q  Categories depend on the tau decay mode (e, µ, τhad) 

q  Signal discrimination through a fit to the dimu mass distributions. 



hàaaàµµbb in CMS 
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q  Signal discrimination through a fit to the dimu mass 
distributions. 

q  Focus on a NMSSM interpretation 

CMS-PAS-HIG-14-041 



hàaaà4τ (I) in CMS 
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q Mass discrimination through muon+track combinations 
to target a low mass range: 4-8 GeV 

q  Exploit the presence of same sign muons to reduce 
background contributions 

CMS-HIG-14-019; JHEP 01 (2016) 079 



hàaaà4τ (II)  in CMS 
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q  Higher mass range covered (5-15 GeV), can look for 
hadronic taus (Muon+Hadronic tau combinations) 

q  Two categories in MT 
v  Low mass targets ggF and VBF production 
v  High MT  target WH production. 

CMS-PAS-HIG-14-022 



H à invisible 
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¨  Production modes 
v Gluon fusion (ggF): Tag events with an ISR jet 
v Vector boson fusion (VBF): two well separated jets 
v Associated production with a boson: tag events through 

leptons or jets from the boson. 

¨  Experimental signature: 
v Large missing transverse momentum in the event. 



Hàinvisible: ggF in ATLAS 
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Eur. Phys. J. C (2015) 75:299 

q  Large ET
miss>150 GeV, Leading jet pT>120 GeV 

q  ΔΦ(jet, ET
miss)>1.0: suppress the multi-jets background 

q  Dominant background: Zàvv+jets and W+jets 
q  Dominant uncertainties: jet and ET

miss energy scale and resolution. 
q @125GeV, (σ×BR)obs<1.59×SM_pre; SM predicted: <1.91×SM_pre 



Hàinvisible: VBF and V(jj)H in ATLAS 
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JHEP 01 (2016) 172; Eur. Phys. J. C (2015) 75: 337 
VBF 
q  Large ET

miss>150 GeV，two high-pT jets 
q  Large jets separation |Δηjj|, large dijet mass Mjj	


v  Different signal regions with different Δηjj and Mjj 	

q  Derived 95% CL upper limit on BR(Hàinvisible)	


v  @125 GeV, BRobs<28%, expected <31%	

V(jj)H 
q  ET

miss>120 GeV, 2/3 jets; Mjj ~ MW/Z, ΔRjj ~ boosted V-boson 
q  95% CL upper limit on σVH×BR(Hàinvisible): 1.1 pb 

observed (1.1 pb expected.) 
q  95% CL upper limit on BR(Hàinvisible), combine VH and 

ggF: obs < 78%, exp < 86% 



Hàinvisible: Z(ll)H in ATLAS 
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13TeV, 
New 

ATLAS-CONF-2016-056 

q  ET
miss>90 GeV，exact two isolation leptons  

q  Looking for events with balance between Z and ET
miss 

q  Dominant background: leptonic decays of ZZ and WZ 
q  95% CL upper limit on BR(Hàinvisible): obs <98%, exp < 65% 



Hàinvisible: 8TeV combination 
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JHEP 11 (2015) 206 

q  A statistical combination of the Hàinvisible direct and indirect search, from the 
coupling parametrisation 



H à invisible: ggF and V(jj)H in CMS 
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CMS-PAS-HIG-16-016 



H à invisible: Z(ll)H and VBF in CMS 
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Higgs boson mass (GeV) 



Non-resonant di-higgs in ATLAS at 13TeV 
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hhàγγWW* 
q  Final state: γγlvqq 
q  Events with two photons, at least two 

jets and no bjets    

ATLAS-CONF-2016-071 

hhàbbγγ 
q  Follow hàγγ analysis section 
q  Events with 2 bjets, 95GeV<Mbb<135GeV 

(ATLAS-CONF-2016-004) 



Non-resonant : hhàbbbb in ATLAS 
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ATLAS-CONF-2016-049 

σ(ppàhh)< 0.98 pb 
with SM BR  

13TeV: 13.3 fb-1 



Non-resonant di-higgs in CMS 
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bbγγ:arxiv:1603.06896; bbWW: CMS-PAS-HIG-16-024; bbττ: CMS-PAS-HIG-16-028 

q AT least one hàbb to have large BR 
q RUN2 datasets have been probed in bbWW and bbττ analysis. 
q No accesses observed in these channels.   
q At the moment, we can probe O(10-100×SM). 

13TeV 2.3 fb-1 

13TeV 12.9 fb-1 



Summary 
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¨  Searches for LFV, NMSSM and Hàinvisible decays 
have been reported in this talk, as well as non-
resonant di-higgs results, from ATLAS and CMS with 
RUN1 and RUN2 datasets 

¨  No excesses have been observed so far.  
¨  More data is needed to further constrain the 

potential models and reveal possible physics of 
BSM – RUN2 or even RUN3 


